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The use of multiple modals (MMs), e.g., “2022 might maybe be a better year than 2021” is attested in 
some languages including certain varieties of English [5,6]. MMs relate to the phenomenon of “modal 
concord”, as often, the modal auxiliary and the co-occurring modal element (an adverb or auxiliary) are of 
the same modal flavour (epistemic modality) and modal force (possibility or necessity), and the resulting 
sentence has an interpretation of one modality [2,7]. We report on two rating studies testing the acceptability 
and interpretation of MMs in American vs. British English (AE/BE) and in relation to register, i.e., linguistic 
variation due to situational variables [1], e.g., the formality of the utterance situation. Our hypotheses were: 
1a) MM would be rated as less appropriate than single modals; 1b) MM is less appropriate in formal than 
in informal contexts. 2a) Based on the modal concord approach, MM would be interpreted similarly to 
single modals, i.e., both would receive similar ratings of speaker commitment [4]. 2b) Furthermore, we are 
interested whether the interpretation of MMs is sensitive to the formality of the context of use. 

Design. Exp_AE (SubjectN=120, ItemN=32, FillerN=70, Online at Prolific) and Exp_BE 
(SubjectN=120) used the same method and materials, based on a 2x2x2 factorial design with the factors 
FORMALITY (formal vs. informal), MF (modal-force: possibility vs. necessity), MN (modal-number: MM 
vs. single). We used social relation manipulations to create formal vs. informal contexts. We also included 
sentences without modals as control conditions and sentences with modals of different MFs (“might 
certainly”) for explorative purposes, both in formal and informal contexts. The critical sentences were short 
stories with two questions to be answered on a 7-point Likert scale (1-7: “Certainly not-yes”), see (1). (S1-
S2) set a context, with the formality manipulations in (S3), and MF/MN variants in (S4). (Q1) is concerned 
with the appropriateness of MMs, and (Q2) with their interpretation.  
(1)  S1: Cathy Evans walks through a store. S2: The passer-by seems familiar. 

S3: She says to {the cashierFormal / her sisterInformal}: 
S4: “I {might / might maybe / must / must certainly} have seen my co-worker.” 

Q1: Is the sentence appropriate within the given context? 
Q2: Does Cathy Evans believe that she has seen her co-worker? 

Analyses/results. We computed ordinal models for Q1 and Q2 in both experiments separately, based on 
the 2x2x2 factorial design. There was an age effect for Q1 in the AE data in that younger participants gave 
significantly higher acceptability ratings for MMs than older participants, which was not significant in the 
BE data (AE: p<0.01; BE=0.08); there was no age effect for Q2 in either experiment. The additional results 
w.r.t. Q1 are: 1a) There was a MN effect in that MMs was rated significantly less appropriate than single 
modals in both experiments (AE/BE: p<0.0001). Furthermore, in both experiments, there was a significant 
MFxMN interaction (AE/BE: p<0.0001) in that the MN effect was stronger in possibility than in necessity 
modals. 1b) The interaction between MNxFORMALITY was significant only in the BE data (p=0.01) in 
that the MN effect was greater in informal than in formal contexts; this seems to be driven by the “might 
maybe” conditions, which received higher ratings in formal contexts than in informal contexts, contrary to 
our hypothesis. In terms of Q2, i.e., interpretations, 2a) there was no effect of MN in either experiment, that 
is, MMs and single modals received similar speaker commitment ratings. There was an MF effect with 
higher ratings for necessity than possibility modals (AE/BE: p<0.0001), in line with their semantics.  
Furthermore, there was a MFxMN interaction effect but only in the AE data (AE: p<0.0001). 2b) There 
was no main effect of FORMALITY nor an interaction effect of FORMALITYxMN in either experiment.
 Beyond this main finding, we also computed ordinal models for Q2 (and also for Q1, omitted here 
for space reasons) comparing the interpretation of unmodalized conditions (e.g., S4: “I have seen my co-



worker.”) with necessity modals (i.e., have vs. must), and that of possibility vs. necessity modals (i.e., might 
vs. must). In both experiments, unmodalized have-conditions received significantly higher speaker 
commitment ratings (AE/BE: p<0.001) and conditions with necessity modals received higher speaker 
commitment ratings than possibility modals (AE/BE: p<0.001). This finding is in line with the speaker 
commitment scale more-committed<unmodalized p, MUST P, POSSIBLY p>less-committed as proposed in [3]. 

  
Figure 1: Means and error bars of appropriateness ratings (Q1, left) and interpretation (speaker commitment) 
ratings (Q2, right) in the AE and BE study. The context manipulation formal vs informal is plotted on the 
left vs. right side of each figure.  

 
Discussion. Our study shows that across the AE and BE studies, MMs were rated less appropriate than 
single modals. It also shows, among the first, that register factors affect the appropriateness of MMs in the 
BE data but not in the AE data, which is under further investigation. In terms of interpretations, we did not 
find a difference between MMs and single modals – in line with the modal concord analysis, nor any register 
effect in either experiment.  
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